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Unpack, discover & collect

5 main characters in comic style
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Edwina
“Comic World”

Comic world

New! With cool water pen!

Simply fill with
water and draw on
the magic labels!

12 more figures
in surprise boxes
to collect

EDWINA
2
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Surprise box
“Comic World”
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The EverDreamerz are back!
A fun evening together for the five friends
unexpectedly turns into another dream
journey. This time, the magical amulet
takes them to the dream world of EDWINA.
Here, everything is sketched, and the world
is full of bright colours and varied patterns.
New things can be created by drawing or painting
them, or erased if you want them to go away –
everything seems possible! The EverDreamerz
enthusiastically start having fun with their art
supplies in the fantastically-bright Comic World,
but they soon notice that things aren’t
as perfect as they seem.

Off on a new

ADVENTURE!
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Wow!

Everything is
drawn and
painted here!

ROSALEE, the good soul of
the group. She is cheerful and
warm-hearted, always making
sure that people around her
get along. She’s always there
for her friends.

The EverDreamerz are amazed as they walk
through the Comic World. Colourful houses
covered with pictures and patterns are lined up
next to each other, and between them are tall
skyscrapers.
MR. FASTFOOD greets the girls, beaming with
joy, and welcomes them to Comic World. He gives
them their favourite food and then has another
surprise for them: “Here’s some pencils and
paint!” he says, and the girls happily get to work.

They get more and more creative, drawing
flowers, hearts, cute sharks or little, round
monsters with ugly grimaces, sharp fanged
teeth and mini wings.
As they are drawing, STARLEEN suddenly calls
out: “Look at that! It’s moving!”
Their flowers start to bloom, the hearts beat
and rise up into the sky, and the monsters roll
around as they try to walk on the thin legs
the girls drew them, or lift themselves off the
ground with their small wings.

STOP!

You’ll ruin
everything!

STARLEEN likes to stand out.
She loves singing and dancing. She is full of energy and
goes through life confidently.
She can get enthusiastic
about anything, especially
beautiful things.
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SUPER
ERAZORman!
THIS WILL BE THE
THROW OF YOUR
LIFETIME!
VIONA, the dreamy artist of the
group. She likes expressing her
emotions in poems and pictures.

DON’T WORRY,
I’LL ERASE
THE FLYING
MONSTERS!

The mean twins KIMBY and KARMELA join in and
encourage ERAZORMAN.
When he throws the ball, it goes out of control
and spins through the air. He manages to erase the
monsters, but then the football doesn’t fall back
down to the ground as expected. Instead, it
bounces around like a rubber ball. Bit by bit, the
bouncing ball erases all the colours out of Comic
World. Everything that was colourful is now a black
and white nightmare. The EverDreamerz find
themselves in a colourless nightmare world.

HAHA!

This time, you won’t
escape from my
nightmare!
CLARE is the imaginative realist
of the EverDreamerz. She’s the
mastermind in the group and
always has a quick solution for
every difficult situation.
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The friends watch MRS. PENCIL desperately trying
trace the outlines of the wobbly buildings.
The EverDreamerz are in shock as they look at the
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“I have an idea! We’ll draw COLORISTA! She’s a super
hero and can help us!” calls EDWINA excitedly.

Bad luck!!!

We need help! I can only
draw the outlines.
EDWINA, the tireless one,
only rests when she browses
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countless comics.
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find the
limited edition

We can manage
it if we all work
together.

Let’s go!

No sooner said than done.
The EverDreamerz work
together and use bright colours
to draw COLORISTA. Once the
last line is drawn, they wait
expectantly. Slowly, the drawing
starts to move.
COLORISTA comes to life! As
soon as she grasps the situation,
she calls for her assistant, the
COLORHELPER. Together, they
help save the Comic World.
At first, only a few spots are
brightly coloured again, but
soon the whole city is sparkling
with bright colours.

Chin up, girls!
There’s always
a way!
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your Comic World bracelet

Hey, girls!

place your charm here:

Am I late?!?

Woohoo!

Charm
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cool!
Combine
bracelets

The END
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Learn more about the girls and their
dreams at everdreamerz.playmobil.com
With lots of cool unboxing and set up
videos, background information and
even more surprises.
www.youtube.com/playmobil
www.facebook.com/playmobil
www.instagram.com/playmobil
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